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Morphometry and breast cancer II. Characterisation
of breast cancer cells with high malignant potential in
patients with spread to lymph nodes: preliminary
results
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SUMMARY The prognostic value of clinical, quantitative, and qualitative microscopical features of
both the primary tumour and also of the affected lymph nodes were investigated in 71 patients with
breast cancer with spread to lymph nodes (TxN+MO). Age, tumour size, and localisation of the
tumour comprised the clinical features; morphometry included assessment of the cellularity index,
the mitotic activity index, and seven nuclear indices; the qualitative features investigated were

histological type -and grade, nuclear grade, oestrogen receptor content, number of lymph nodes
affected, capsule infiltration of the nodes, presence of metastatic deposits in the efferent lymph
vessels, percentage area of lymph node occupied by tumour. Immunohistochemistry was performed
to show the presence of carcinoembryonic antigen and peanut agglutinin. All the patients had a
mimum follow up of 24 months (maximum 48 months, mean 36 months).

Analysis of the results showed that the combined results of morphometry (of the primary tumour
and the axillary lymph node metastatic deposits) yielded more information than analysis of axillary
lymph node state, or morphometry of the primary tumour, or the lymph node metastases alone.
Patients with a nuclear axes ratio of > 141 in the primary tumour and > 1 36 in the lymph node
metastatic deposits were less likely to develop distant metastases than patients with values below
any of these thresholds (recurrence rates 5-2% and 46%, respectively).
Thus the preliminary results of this prospective study indicate that morphometry provides

important prognostic information in patients with breast cancer that has spread to lymph nodes.

The presence of axillary lymph node metastases is
currently the most important criterion for treating
patients with breast cancer with adjuvant therapy.1 2
Surgical dissection of axillary lymph nodes is a rather
mutilating procedure, but because of the outstanding
prognostic value of this criterion, attempts to replace
it have so far failed.36 Several studies have shown
that 30-45% of patients with lymph node metastases,
who are not treated with any form of adjuvant ther-
apy are free of disease after five years.7 8 A relatively
high percentage of overtreatment is the result when
the decision to treat these patients with adjuvant ther-
apy is based solely on the presence of lymph node
metastases. Identification of this "low risk" subset of
Accepted for publication 18 December 1985

patients with spread to the lymph nodes would be an
obvious advantage in patient care.

In a previous study, using nuclear morphometry of
the primary tumour, we could not predict the pres-
ence or absence of lymph node metastases9: we
showed that the primary tumour and the metastatic
deposits in the lymph nodes are generally similar. It
was also clear, however, that in the subgroup (about
25% of all patients) the nuclear shape differed in the
metastases (either more ellipsoid or round) in spite of
the similarity in size of the nuclei.
The aim of the present study was to investigate

whether the morphometric findings in patients with
breast cancer and spread to the lymph nodes had
some prognostic value. Several quantitative and qual-
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itative microscopical features were compared to
assess the possible independent or additional prog-
nostic value of these features.

Material and methods

PATIENTS
Patients were included in this study, who had under-
gone surgery for primary breast cancer in one of the
hospitals affiliated with the Stichting Samenwerking
Delftse Ziekenhuizen (SSDZ), Delft, The Nether-
lands, between January 1 1981 and December 31
1982, who had no other overt disease, had adequate
follow up, and had more than eight investigated axil-
lary lymph nodes. All tumours were carefully
reviewed by two of us (HCL and JPAB). Only
patients with an adenocarcinoma of the "not other-
wise specified" (NOS) ductal type'0 with spread to
the lymph nodes (n = 77), were used for further anal-
ysis.' During follow up six patients were excluded
from the study because the follow up was inadequate
(due to death from causes other than recurrence, or
moving to another city within twelve months after the
operation). The mean age was 58 4 years (median 58,
range 26-88), and the mean tumour size 3 1 cm
(median 2 5, range 0-9-10): the material was very sim-
ilar to that of other studies.7 " The minimum follow
up was 24 months (maximum 48, mean 36).

All patients were examined every three months dur-
ing the first two years after surgery and every six
months thereafter. In accordance with WHO recom-

mendations,'2 the fact that disease had recurred
(reappearance of old or appearance of new lesions)
was accepted if microscopically confirmed, or if a
combination of clinical, x-ray, scintigraphical and
biochemical data were conclusive. Only distant
metastases were regarded as "recurrence". During the
entire follow up period 45 patients had no recurrence
(63%).

MORPHOMETRIC METHODS
Details of morphometry and theoretical background
have been described elsewhere' 3- 16: earlier publica-
tions outline the application to breast can-
cer.1714 1839 Briefly, morphometry was performed
on standard 4 pm thick, haematoxylin and eosin
stained paraffin sections, including the centre and the
periphery of the tumour. The material was fixed for at
least 24 hours in 4% buffered formalin. Material that
had been used for frozen section procedure was
excluded because of collapse of the nuclei.
The following features were assessed in the most

cellular areas of the tumour (usually at the periphery):
The mitotic activity index This was defined as the
number of mitoses in 10 high power fields
(magnification x 400; x 40 objective numerical
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aperture 0 75, field diameter at specimen level
450 gm). The counting was started in the most active
area of the tumour (where the mitotic activity was
highest). The subsequent nine contiguous fields were
selected at random, and no attempts were made to
maximise the counting by selecting areas with a high
number of mitoses. Only definite mitotic figures were
counted, using the following criteria to distinguish a
mitotic figure from a pyknotic deformed nucleus,
absence of nuclear membrane; absence of a clear zone
in centre; presence of "hairy" projections; and baso-
philic cytoplasm.
The cellularity index This was the mean of the num-
ber of nuclei counted in five fields at x 1000
magnification. One field superimposed on the
projection screen is divided by a grid of lines into 36
square of 16pm2 each at specimen level. Only epi-
thelial cell nuclei not in contact with any of the mar-
gins and with an average diameter >4,pm at speci-
men level were counted.
The nuclear measurements These were performed at
x 1000 magnification on a commerically available
graphic tablet (Mop-Videoplan, Kontron, Munich,
West Germany) using microphotographs. The
nuclear features assessed were perimeter, area, short-
est axis, longest axis, diameter, shape factor (4x x
area/perimeter2), and axes ratio. Twenty five nuclei of
tumour cells were measured, and the mean and stan-
dard deviation (SD) of each feature were calculated
for each specimen. In total 14 nuclear variables were
assessed. The size independent shape factor was a
measure of the roundness and regularity of the
profile, being 1-0 in perfectly regular, round nuclei
and <1 0 in other structures.
Morphometry was performed on both the primary

tumour and in the lymph node metastatic deposits. As
morphometry of lymph node metastases is not often
performed several control studies were carried out to
examine the quality of the measurements, as
described in an earlier publication. Morphometry was
a highly reproducible method, both on the primary
tumour and in the lymph node metastases.9

QUALITATIVE FEATURES STUDIED
In the lymph nodes capsule infiltration and efferent
lymph vessel invasion were graded as absent (I) or
present (II). Fisher et al give a detailed description of
these assessments.'9 The fractional area of lymph
nodes occupied by metastatic tumour deposits was
computed as the percentage of the whole section area.
In cases with more than one positive lymph node the
mean percentage area of all the affected lymph nodes
was taken for further analysis. The absolute number
of positive lymph nodes was also documented.

Nuclear grading of the sections was performed
according to the method of Black etal,20 21 in which
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Morphometry and breast cancer

the grading of the structures was classified from I to
III. Grade III represents the group with good
differentiation, grade II moderate differentiation, and
grade I poor differentiation. Histological grading was
performed according to the method of Bloom and
Richardson.22 Using this method, tumours are also
graded from I to III, but here, histological grade I
represents tumours with a good differentiation and
grade III those with poor differentiation.

Carcinoembryonic antigen and peanut lectin were
assessed by using an indirect immunoperoxidase
method, as described previously." These tumour
markers were graded from 0 to 4, representing an
increasing presence of the investigated marker.
The oestrogen receptor content was determined

with a biochemical assay, in which values above
11 fmol/g bound oestradiol were classified as positive
(2), if less then 9 fmol/g interpreted as negative (1),
and figures in between as doubtful.8

STATISTICS
The main interest of this study was to investigate
whether the appearance of recurrence-that is, dis-
tant metastases-could be predicted by mor-
phometry. This problem was tackled by survival
analysis as well as by comparison of the group with
recurrence with the group free of recurrence. To avoid
bias introduced by varying lengths of follow up in the
group with recurrence 24 months of follow up was
taken as a fixed end point. The actual state of the
patients at 24 months was used to define the two
groups. At that time 50 patients were free of recur-

rence and 21 had developed a distant metastasis. The
same analysis was performed for all the other
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investigated (qualitative and quantitative) features.
The comparison of the two groups was carried out
using the Fisher test, Wilcoxon's rank sum test, and
the x2 test.
To investigate the simultaneous prognostic value of

primary tumour and lymph node nuclear mor-
phometry several combinations of different values of
the nuclear morphometric features, as decision
thresholds, were evaluated using the x2 test.

Actuarial curves for recurrence were calculated by
the Kaplan-Meier method. For this analysis the fixed
end point was abandoned and the maximum available
follow up for each patient was used. Five more
patients had recurrence after 24 months; overall, 45
patients were free of recurrence and 26 developed a
distant metastasis. Statistical differences were deter-
mined by the Mantel-Cox test using the program PIL
from the BMDP package.
For all analyses probabilities of < 0 05 were

regarded as significant.

Results

The Table summarises the mean values of the mor-
phometric, all other investigated (quantitative, qual-
itative, and oestrogen receptor) features, and the
statistical difference between the groups with and
without recurrence (with a fixed follow up of 24
months). With single variate analysis, only the num-
ber of positive nodes, the percentage area of the
lymph node occupied by tumour, the oestrogen recep-
tor state of the primary tumour, the mean mitotic
activity index, the standard deviation of the nuclear
shape factor, and the mean and standard deviation of

Mean values and statistical analysis ofqualitative and quantitativefeatures that were investigated

No recurrence (n = 50) Recurrence (n = 21) Comparison ofgroups with and
without recurrence*

Primary Lymph Primary Lymph Primary Lymph
tumour node tumour node tumour node

Mean No of positive lymph nodes 4-0 9-0 < 0 005
Capsule infiltration (absent = 1, present = 2) 1-7 1-5 ns
Efferent lymph vessel invasion (absent = 1, present = 2) 1-8 2-0 ns
Areal lymph node percentage occupied by tumour 70 83 < 0-05
Oestrogen receptor state (negative = 2, positive = 1) 1-2 1-7 < 0-01
Nucleargrade(I-III) 1-6 1-7 1-5 1-3 ns ns
Histological grade (I-III) 2-2 2-1 2-4 2-3 ns ns
Carcinoembryonic antigen (0-4) 2-0 1-9 1-9 1-7 ns ns
Peanut lectin (0-4) 1-8 1-9 1-6 1-8 ns ns

Morphometricfeatures"*
Mean mitotic activity index 11-0 11-3 15-5 18-9 ns <0-05
Mean cellularity index 10-7 8-5 9-3 8-0 ns ns
Nuclear perimeter mean (SD) 25-1 (3-1) 24-7 (2-8) 26-5 (3-3) 25-2 (2-6) ns ns
Nucleararea 43-8(10-8) 45-0(10-2) 49-3(13-1) 47-1(10-0) ns ns
Shortest nuclear axis 6-4 (0-95) 6-4 (0-92) 6-5 (1-02) 6-7 (0-90) ns ns
Longest nuclear axis 8-8 (1-32) 9-0 (1-25) 9-2 (1-35) 9-0 (1-11) ns ns
Nuclear diameter 7-3 (0-89) 7-5 (0-84) 7-8 (0-99) 7-6 (0-80) ns <0-01
Nuclear shape factor 0-85(0-05) 0-90(0-06) 0-85(0-05) 0-91(0-05) ns <0-05
Nuclear axes ratio 1-39 (0.24) 1-44(0-27) 1-36 (0.22) 1-38 (0-22) ns <0-01

*Fisher test, Wilcoxon's test, x2 test; ns = not significant (p > 0-05).
** SD = Standard Deviation.
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Fig. 3 Kaplan-Meier survival curve ofpatients with good
prognosis andpoor prognosis who had spread to lymph nodes,
identified by combined nuclear breast cancer morphometry as
defined in Fig. 2. (Matel-Cox; 905p = 0 026.)

the nuclear axes ratio were significantly correlated
with recurrence. In patients with breast cancer, but
without recurrence the tumours are more often
oestrogen receptor positive, there are less positive
lymph nodes, and the metastases occupy a smaller
percentage area of the lymph nodes-with a consid-
erable overlap (Fig. 1).

Multiple linear regression selected the combined
mean nuclear axes ratio of the primary tumour and
the lymph node metastatic deposit and the percentage
area of the lymph node occupied by tumour as the
best combination with the highest correlation with or
without recurrence (r2 = 0-25; p < 0-005). No
important information was deduced from the other
features investigated.

Percentage area measurements added very little to
combined nuclear axes ratio morphometry, and spe-
cial attention, therefore, was paid to the two means of
the nuclear axes ratio. The bivariate nuclear axies
ratio graph (Fig. 2) showed that a high concentration
of the patients free of recurrence were found in the
right upper corner (with ellipsoid nuclei both in the
primary tumour and in the lymph node metastatic
deposits). To determine optimal boundaries to dis-
tinguish good prognosis and poor prognosis sub-
groups the x2 minimalisation technique was used to
evaluate different thresholds of the nuclear axes ratio
with 0X02 steps. In total, 48 combinations of different
decision thresholds were evaluated. Using values of
the nuclear axes ratio above 1-41 in the primary
tumour and above 1-36 in the lymph node metastases
as cut off points, only one patient of 19 (5.2%) devel-
oped metastatic disease (Fig. 2). Of the remaining
patients, 20 of 52 had a recurrence during the follow
up period (p < 0 05). A recurrence free survival curve
(Kaplan-Meier) of low and high risk patients (Fig. 3)
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Morphometry and breast cancer

confirms the prognostic difference between these two
groups (Mantel-Cox: 9 04, p = 0 0026).
The reproducibility of the assessments of mean

nuclear axes ratio was extensively tested in blind
duplicate assessments by different investigators9 and
was found to be satisfactory (r > 0 90, p > 0 005).
The intraobserver and interobserver measuring
differences of the axes ratio in the duplicate assess-
ments performed did not exceed 0-03. When changing
the vertical threshold with a value of 0-04 between
137 and 1-45, or the horizontal threshold between
132 and 1 40, the classification results remained
significant (p < 0 05). Fig. 2 shows the optimum best
discrimination which could be obtained and it seems
that this method of classification is worthwhile.

Discussion

Extensive evaluation of several features, including
combined morphometry of the primary tumour and
the lymph node metastatic deposits, was performed in
71 patients with primary breast cancer. After 24
months of follow up, 21 patients had recurrent dis-
ease, figures which agree with those of other studies."
We found that, although some of the qualitative
features were prognostically important, nuclear
shape, morphometry of the primary tumour, and
lymph node metastatic deposits was a strong predic-
tor of the likelihood of recurrence. Therefore, the two
nuclear shape features-that is, nuclear axes ratio and
nuclear shape factor-were investigated more
intensively, and bivariate plots of these features in the
primary tumour and the lymph node metastatic
deposits were computed in relation with recurrence,
or lack of it. Using the X2 test, different values of these
features, when used as decision thresholds for recur-
rence, were tested for significance. For the mean
nuclear shape factor the level of significance was not
reached
(p = 0.08). It was clear, however, that the degree of
ellipsoidity of the nuclei, when assessed both in the
primary tumour and in the lymph node metastatic
deposits, had the strongest prognostic value.
Taking the value of 1 41 and 1-36 of the mean

nuclear axes ratios in the primary tumour and lymph
nodes, respectively, as the decision thresholds, two
groups of patients were discerned (Fig. 2). In the
group with good prognosis (with a high axes ratio or,
in other words, elongated ellipsoid nuclei) only one of
19 patients (5 2%) developed recurrence in the follow
up period, whereas in the group with poor prognosis
the rate of recurrence was much higher (roughly
50%).
The only patients with a good prognosis who had a

recurrence was oestrogen receptor positive, and none
of the oestrogen receptor negative patients has had a
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recurrence at the time of writing. Of patients with
poor prognosis who had a recurrence, more than 50%
were oestrogen receptor positive. The prognostic
information offered by the number of positive nodes
and the oestrogen receptor state seems to have been
completely eclipsed by the combined nuclear axes
ratio.

It is striking that the percentage of patients without
recurrence in the group was higher than 90%. Fur-
thermore, 19 patients with good prognosis out of a
total of 71 (27%) is similar to the expected number
with spread to the lymph nodes who remain disease
free in long term studies (25-40%).7 11 It should be
emphasised that these tentative results must be inter-
preted cautiously because of the relatively short
follow up. The question that remains to be answered
is whether with a longer follow up the patients with
recurrence would again mainly be found in the "non-
ellipsoid nuclei" group with poor prognosis (Fig. 2).

Several of the patients in this group showed incon-
gruity of nuclear shape (upper left and lower right
corner of Fig. 2-that is, cells were more or less round
in the lymph node metastatic deposits than in the pri-
mary tumour). This may have been caused by sam-
pling errors of the analysed areas. As described in
detail in a previous paper, however, this is not a very
likely explanation for the discrepancy, as extensive
recutting, remeasurement, and measurement of
different lymph node metastatic deposits gave the
same results.9 Dissemination of different clones of
tumour cells probably has a more important role and
requires further attention. The rates of recurrence in
those patients with incongruities in their nuclear
shapes were the same as those for patients in the left
lower corner of Fig. 2 (round nuclei both in the pri-
mary tumour and lymph node metastases; 46%), and
therefore the tumours of these patients should be
regarded as more malignant than those located in the
group with good prognosis. The presence of rounder
nuclei (either in the primary tumour or in the lymph
node metastatic deposits) may indicate a more malig-
nant behaviour pattern.

Further characterisation of these cells with high
malignant potential is desirable. Although the
tumours of patients with recurrence were more often
oestrogen receptor negative (as was expected) and the
axillary tumour load was somewhat higher (as
reflected in the number of positive lymph nodes and
the percentage area of the lymph nodes occupied by
tumour), these features were often interchangeable in
the low and high risk groups. Therefore, these
features cannot accurately characterise the highly
malignant breast cancer cells in these patients with
spread to the lymph nodes. Unfortunately, the single
patient in the low risk group with recurrence was
oestrogen receptor positive, and none of the immuno-
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Fig. 4a Primary tumour (left) and lymph node metastasis (right) ofpatient without recurrence 40
months after operation. Note slightly irregular and elongated cells. Nuclear axes ratio in primary
tumour 1 45 and in lymph node metastases 1 52. (Haematoxylin and eosin.) x 1300.

Fig. 4b Primary tumour (left) and lymph node metastasis (right) ofpatient with recurrence. This
patient diedfrom breast cancer 2-5 years after operation. Nuclear axes ratio in primary tumour is
1-31 and in lymph node metastases 1 22. Note somewhat larger nuclei than those ofFig. 4a.
Chromatin pattern and nuclear size are not clearly different. (Haematoxylin and eosin.) x 1300.
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Morphometry and breast cancer

histopathological features investigated provided any
additional prognostic information. Perhaps purifica-
tion with cell sorting will be of help, as Tosi et al,24
and Maehle et al25 found larger mean nuclear areas in
the lymph node metastatic deposits than in the
primary tumours.
The nuclear and histological grade, morphometric

features, and the qualitative and the immuno-
histochemical features were only mildly or not prog-
nostically important, and none of the other qual-
itative features studied (including tumour size, age,
and localisation of the tumour) predicted the out-
come as well as did combined nuclear ellipsoid mor-
phometry.
Thus tumours with nuclei that are rounder are

more prone to recur. Fig. 4a shows the histological
picture of a primary tumour and its lymph node met-
astatic deposit in a patient without recurrence (after
42 months follow up). Fig. 4b shows a histological
picture of a ductal breast cancer from a patient with
recurrence eight months after operation. It must be
emphasised that the tumours illustrated are two
extremes of a continuous spectrum of morphological
appearances. Other tumours with less distinctive
nuclear appearances were not classifiable with more
subjective qualitative evaluation. Blind evaluation of
all the slides showed that neither subjective assess-
ment of the degree of ellipsoidity, nor nuclear or
histological grade could give results comparable with
those of combined morphometry.

Despite the reservations inherent in a preliminary
study our findings may help other investigators to
further characterise breast cancer cells with a higher
malignant potential. The follow up is still being
updated, so that more definite conclusions can be
presented in the future.

This work was supported by grant No 28-735 from
the Praeventiefonds.
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